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Based on graph separator theorems, we develop a new simulation technique which allows 
us to resolve several open problems for on-line computations: (1) One tape can nondeter- 
ministically simulate two nondeterministic pushdown stores in O(ni-Sfi) time. Together 
with the SZ(n’.‘/&) lower bound, this solves the open problem 1 in P. Duris et al. 
(“Proceedings, 15th ACM Symp. on Theory of Computing, 1983,” pp. 127-132) for the one- 
tape versus two pushdown store case. It also disproves the conjectured .0(n2) lower bound 
which holds in the deterministic case (W. Maass, Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 292 (1985). 675 
693; M. Li and P. B. M. Vitanyi, Inform. and Computation, in press.) (2) The languages 
actually used by Maass and Freivalds (Inform. Process. 77 (1977), 839-842) can be accepted 
in 0(n2 log log n/G) and O(n1-5&) time by a one-tape TM, respectively. Therefore 
they cannot be used to obtain the Q(n*) lower bound for one tape nondeterministically 
simulating two tapes. The algorithm depends on a new graph separator theorem. (3) Three 
pushdown stores are better than two pushdown stores for nondeterministic machines. This 
answers a rather old open problem of R. V. Book and S. A. Greibach (Math. Systems Theory 
4 (1970), 97-111) and P. Duris and Z. Galil (in “Proceedings, 14th ACM Symp. on Theory of 
Comput., 1982,” pp. l-7). (4) One tape can nondeterministically simulate one nondeter- 
ministic queue in 0(nr5&) time. This disproves the conjectured Q(n2) lower bound 
which holds in the deterministic case. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of computational complexity has been developed based on various 
models of Turing machines. It is essential to understand the precise relationship 
among those computing models, e.g., with or without nondeterminism and/or some 
more tapes (or pushdown stores). In this paper we develop a new simulation 
technique to resolve some remaining major open problems for on-line com- 
putations. We basically complete our knowledge on the effects of the different 
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number of tapes/pushdowns for on-line nondeterministic machines. Moreover, our 
results extend to off-line computations. 
There are two major models of Turing machines for time complexity: on-line and 
off-line. A k-tape TM has k work tapes and one read-only input tape. If the input 
tape is l-way, the machine is on-line; If the input tape is 2-way, it is off-line. If an 
on-line machine also produces an output after reading every input symbol, then the 
machine is strong on-line. See [HU] for other standard definitions and notation. 
Over the past two decades, the question of the relative power of TM’s with 
different numbers of tapes has been extensively studied by many researchers. 
The following are the well-known upper bounds, they are true for both on-line 
and off-line machines. 
(1) Hartmanis and Stearns [HS]: a one-tape (deterministic or nondeter- 
ministic) machine can simulate a k-tape/pushdown machine (of the same type) in 
0( t*) time; 
(2) Hennie and Stearns [HSl]: a deterministic two-tape TM can simulate a 
deterministic k-tape TM in 0(t log t) time; 
(3) Book, Greibach, and Wegbreit [BGW, BG]: two (three) nondeter- 
ministic tape (pushdowns) can simulate k nondeterministic tapes in the same 
amount of time. In [BG], it is shown that one pushdown store and one stack are 
sufficient to nondeterministically simulate any k-tape linear time TM in real time. 
Note, a stack is similar to a pushdown store except that the work head can go 
below the top to read (but not change) the content of the stack. 
It is widely believed that the above simulations are optimal. To obtain matching 
lower bounds, serious efforts have been made. The following lower bounds, only for 
on-line machines, were obtained: 
(1) Rabin [R]: There is a language which can be accepted by a two-tape 
deterministic (strong) on-line TM in real time but not by a one-tape machine; 
(2) Aanderaa [A] and Paul, Seiferas, and Simon [PSS]: There is a language 
which is accepted by a k-tape deterministic (strong) on-line TM in real time but not 
by a k-l-tape machine [A]; the proof is simplified and generalized by [PSS]; 
(3) Duris and Galil [DG]: There is a language which is accepted by a two- 
tape (or even a two pushdown store) nondeterministic on-line TM but not by a 
one-tape machine; 
(4) Paul [P]: Simulating k deterministic tapes by k - 1 requires O(n logIlk n) 
time for strong on-line machines; 
(5) Duris, Galil, Paul, and Reischuk [ DGPR] : Nondeterministically 
simulating two pushdown stores by one tape raquires Q(n log n) time; Deter- 
ministically simulating k tapes by k pushdown stores requires Q(n logl’k+‘n)) time 
for strong on-line machines; 
(6) Vitanyi [Vl]: Simulating two tapes by one oblivious tape requires 
Q(n’.6’8) time for a strong on-line machine; 
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(7) Maass, Li, and Vitanyi [M, L, V, LV]: Simulating two pushdown by one 
tape requires Q(n’) time in the deterministic case; (Chronologically, an s2(nZPE) 
lower bound initially reported by Maass anteceded [L] and [VI); 
(8) Maass [M]: Simulating two tapes (not pusdowns) by one tape requires 
SZ(n*/log* n log log n) time for nondeterministic machines; 
(9) Li Ll, 
O(n’.5/ P 
LV]: Simulating two pushdown by one tape requires 
log n) time; 
(10) Vitanyi [V, LV]: Deterministically simulating one queue by one tape 
requires Q(n*) time; 
(11) Li (Ll, LV): Nondeterministically simulating one queue by one tape 
requires SZ(n4i2/log2i3n) time. 
For nondeterministic on-line computations, the remaining open questions are: 
(1) Close the gap of O(n*) and Sl(n’.5/log n) for one tape simulating two 
pushdowns. It is generally believed that an o(n’) lower bound should hold, but 
despite some effort, only the n(n1,5/,,/&%) lower bound was obtained. The 52(nZ) 
lower bound is actually implied by Theorem 2 (without proof) of [F], however, in 
this paper we will show that the theorem is not true. 
(2) (Open question 3 listed in [DG], originally in [BG].) Are three 
pushdown stores better than two pushdown stores? In [DG], Duris and Galil 
listed three open questions for on-line computations. They solved the first two, and 
left this one open. The problem was first raised by Book and Greibach 15 years 
ago. In [BG], Book and Greibach proved that a three pushdown store or a one 
pushdown store and one stack nondeterministic machine can accept languages in 
Q + in real time. where Q+ is the set of languages accepted by k-tape NTM in 
linear time. They observed that one stack is not sufficient [GGH], but they suspec- 
ted that one tape or two pushdown stores might be. Note that the one-tape versus 
k-tape case was already answered by Duris and Galil [DG]. Incidentally, Q + is the 
least AFL containing the context-free languages and closed under intersection. Any 
language in Q+ is the length-preserving homomorphic image of the intersection of 
three CFL’s [BG]. An equivalent question: is the intersection of two CFL’s 
enough? 
(3) A similar question to (1) for one tape versus one queue. The lower bound 
is O(n4’3/log n)2/3) [Ll, LV]; and the upper bound was O(n*). 
(4) Can we obtain the 0(n*) lower bound for one-tape machines by the 
language actually used by [M] or the language of [F] (as he claimed)? This would 
imply that nondeterministically simulating two tapes by one requires 52(n*) time. 
(Note that we are considering a simple subset of the language defined by 
Maass [M]. This subset is what was actually used to obtained the lower bound in 
WI.1 
(5) Can a one-tape NTM simulate a k-tape NTM in o(n’) time? 
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In this paper we answer all these questions except the last. Surprisingly, the first 
problem is not solved by the commonly conjectures Q(n’) lower bound. Instead, we 
present a new powerful simulation that allows one nondeterministic tape to 
simulate two pushdowns faster than expected. Then we apply (1) to solve (2) and 
(3) and other related problems. We will consider a special class of graphs which are 
related to question (5). We claim that if these graphs have nontrivial separators 
then (5) can be answered positively. But on the negative side, we will show that the 
ingenious languages used by [M, F] will not yield the Q(n2) lower bound. 
2. THE GRAPH SEPARATORS 
The results in this paper rely on graph separators. In this section we present two 
separator theorems we need. Informally, given a graph G = ( V, E), we call S a 
k-separator of G if there are sets A and B such that (1) V = S u A u B, where S, A, 
B are pairwise disjoint, (2) IS/ = k, (3) there are no edges between A and B, and (4) 
(Al, IBI < 3 ) V)/4. We refer the reader to [LT, G] for formal definitions on graphs 
and separators. 
The first theorem, which is very well known as the planar graph separator 
theorem, is due to Lipton and Tarjan [LT]. The planar graph separator theorem 
has had many very nice applications [LT, LTl, G]. Theorem 1 in ‘the next section 
can be considered as another application of it. 
THEOREM A (Lipton-Tarjan planar graph separator [LT]). rf a graph 
G = ( V, E) is planar, then it has a ,f n-separator, where n = 1 VI. That is, there exists 
sets S, A, B c V such that (1) V = S u A u B, (2) S, A, and B are pairwise disjoint, 
(3) ISI < m, (4) there are no edges between sets A and B, and 
(5) 1 Al, 1 BI 6 3 I V1/4. S is called a &-separator of G. 
The second theorem is a separator theorem about a special class of graphs. The 
combinatorial version of these graphs was defined by W. Maass [M]. We call an 
undirected graph G = ( V, E) a doubling transformation graph if it is isomorphic to - - 
an undirected graph G = ( V, E), where P = (0, 1, . . . . I VI - 1 }, and ii; = { (i, j) 1 i = 
2j mod( 1 VI), i = 2j + 1 mod( 1 VI), or i = j + 1 }. These graphs are important since 
should they not have a nontrivial separator, we can use the proof of [M] to obtain 
a tight Q(n’) lower bound on one tape simulating two tapes for nondeterministic 
on-line machines. The Theorem 3.1 in CM] implies that these graphs do not 
have separators of size O(n/log n) and by this result Maass obtained an 
Q(n*/log* n log log n) lower bound for one tape nondeterministically simulating two 
tapes. These graphs are actually a special case of the one-dimensional graphs under 
linear mapping studied by M. Klawe [K]. Her results imply that these graphs do 
have separators of size n/(log n) Ilk for some k > 3. In the next theorem we present a 
stronger separator for our special case using a different proof. In Section 4 we will 
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use this separator theorem to show that the languages used in [M, F] cannot yield 
an Q(n*) lower bound for nondeterministic simulations. A more general version of 
the following theorem will appear elsewhere. We present the following proof for 
sake of the completeness of this paper. 
THEOREM B (doubling transformation graph separator). rf G = ( V, E), where 
I VI = k is a doubling transformation graph, then it has an (n/&)-separator. 
ProoJ: Let G = ( V, E), where V= (0, 1, . . . . k = 1 }, k = 2’ for some integer 1. 
From the definition, we have that for s, and s2 in V, (s,, SJE E if 
(1) s1 = 2s,(mod k) or s, = 2s, + 1 (mod k), or 
(2) s1 =s,+ 1, or 
(3) (~2, SI)EE. 
We show that there exists a partition of V into two sets S, and S2 such that 
(a) lSll = I&I; 
(b) S,nS,=@ and V=S,uS,; 
(c) the separator N satisfies: INI = O(k/m), where N= {si ES~ I 
(si, s2) E E for some s2 E S,}. (N is the set of elements in Si that are “neighbors” of 
some elements in S,.) 
Let bin(i) denote the binary representation of integer i, and #bin(i) denote the 
number of l’s in bin(i). Without loss of generality, let I be odd. Define 
S, = {sl #bin(s) < f/2}, 
S,= {sl #bin(s)>1/2}. 
(Note: If 1 is even, put half of those s’s with #bin(s) = l/2 into S1 and the other half 
to S,. This will not hurt the calculations below.) Obviously, lSi/ = lS,J and 
S, n S2 = 0. We now calculate INI in the following. Define 
N, = {s, ES, 1 for some s2 E S,, s1 and s2 satisfy condition (l)}, 
N, = {sl ES, 1 for some s2 E S2, si + 1 = s2>, and 
N,=(s,~S~lforsomes~~S~,~~+1=s~}. 
It is clear that INI < 2 IN, 1 + IN21 + 1 NJ. Since rule (1) can at most change 1 in 
#bin(i) for any i, Ni contains only those si’s in Si such that #bin(s,) = (I- 1)/2. 
Therefore by Sterling’s approximation, 
Similarly, since # bin(s + 1) < #bin(s) + 1, IN21 = 0(2//d). 
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Consider N,. For s2 E S,, if # bin(s,) = (I - 1)/2 + i and s2 + 1 E S, , then the last 
i+ 1 bits of bin(s,) must be 1’s. We have at most CyZ, (f//z’,-‘,) such elements. So, 
‘IQ l-i-1 
‘N3’% ((1;2)- 1 ’ > 
This concludes INI = 0(/c/m). 1 
Remark. Theorem B gives an upper bound on Theorem 3.1 of [M] 
Remark. Assertion (c) in the proof of Theorem B is true for any partition as 
long as for all s, E S, and s2 E S2 we have # bin(s,) G # bin(s,). It is this property, 
which will be simply referred to as Theorem B, that is actually used in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
3. THE FAST SIMULATION OF Two PUSHDOWN STORES BY ONE TAPE 
In this section, we answer open question 1 in our list. For the sake of clarity, we 
first give an O(n’.5 log2 n) time simulation, then improve it to O(n’-5*). 
THEOREM 1. A linear time bounded nondeterministic two pushdown store on-line 
Turing machine can be simulated by a nondeterministic one-tape on-line Turing 
machine in O(n’.5 log2 n) time. 
Proof Fix any nondeterministic two pushdown store on-line machine M. Name 
the two pushdown stores Sl and S2, and two work heads h, and h,. We will design 
a nondeterministic on-line machine M’ with only one work tape to simulate M in 
O(n’.5 log2 n) time. 
LEMMA 1.1. M can be forced to pop every pushdown store symbol it reads. 
Proof If M reads a symbol on the top of a pushdown store without popping it, 
we can simply make M to pop it then push it back. While the push command is 
performed, the other work head just stays there doing nothing. This does no change 
the language accepted by M. i 
First we define computation graphs for M with respect to different inputs and 
different computation paths. On a fixed input w, for each computation path P, an 
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undirected graph Gpcw) = (V, E) is defined as below. To define Gp(“‘), only the 
computation along path P will be considered: 
(1) V={u,It=l,2,... representing time steps of the computation}; 
(2) For all i, edge (vi, ui+ r) is in E; 
(3) At step t, if a stack symbol, which was pushed onto some pushdown store 
at time s, is popped, then edge (u,, II,) is in E; 
(4) Only those edges defined by (2) and (3) are in E. 
LEMMA 1.2. For each computation path P of M, Gp(‘“’ is planar, 
Proof: We arrange G’(“‘) on the plane as follows. Put the vertices ul, u2, . . . on a 
line. Add the edges of rule (2). To add the edges created by rule (3), we add the 
edges caused by one pushdown store on the left and the edges caused by the other 
pushdown store on the right. There will be no crossings because of the nature of the 
pushdown stores. 
Observe that the degree of each vertex is at most 4. Hence we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Eeach vertex in GpCw) has degree at most 4. 
Now we are ready to do our simulation. Since Gp(“‘) is planar, Gp(“‘) has a 
G-separator by Theorem A. Also all the subgraphs of Gpcw) have the same 
property. To simulate M, M’ will first guess the edges of Gp(“‘) and then try to lay 
G’(‘+‘) on its only work tape in the following fashion: 
(1) Each vertex vi and the edges incident to ui occupy O(log n) space with the 
data structure as below. 
- A field (height,, value,) for Sl. The height, field is O(logn) long and the 
value, field has constant length. Initially, the field has undefined value (*, *), 
where* is not a stack symbol used by M; 
- An identical field (height,, value,) for S2; 
- Four fields for four edges with the order (1) (vi, u~+~), (2) (vi, vi-r), 
(3) the edge for Sl, and (4) the edge for S2. An edge is specified by an integer (of 
O(log n) in length) which indicates the distance between the two designated ver- 
tices. A value 0 means no such edge exists; 
(2) O(n log n) space for the whole graph Gp(‘“). 
(3) (a) Let S be a ,/%-separator of Gp(“‘), separating Gpcw) into A and B 
such that Gp(“‘) = A u Bu S, A and B and S are pairwise disjoint, and [AI, 
IBI < 3 I Vl/4. Put S in the middle of the tape in arbitrary order. Put set A left to S, 
set B right to S. The elements within A and B are arranged according to (b); 
b 
the P 
Recursively, for a nonseparator set C generated by (a) or (b), let S be 
ICI separator, separating C into D and E. Arrange C such that D is on one 
side of S and E is on the other side. The elements within S are arranged arbitrarily. 
571/37/1-a 
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The elements within D and E are arranged recursively according to (b), respec- 
tively. 
Notice that the above arrangement cannot be deterministically computed efficiently, 
since otherwise one deterministic tape can simulate two deterministic pushdown 
stores in o(n2) time which is impossible [LV]. However, M’ can guess the layout. 
Now we continue the simulation. M’ keeps a description of M in its finite control. If 
M accepts the input, then there is an accepting computation path P of length O(n), 
and there is a planar computation graph of bounded degree G’(“). M’ guesses GpCw) 
and arranges Gp(“‘) as above by guessing. 
After guessing G p(a’) M’ starts to simulate M. In the process of simulating M, M .
keeps two variables TOP, and TOP, indicating the heights of Sl and S2, respec- 
tively. Initially, TOP, = TOP2 = 0. M’ simply simulates M by traveling on the 
graph. To simulate the tth step of M, M’ does the following: 
(1) M’ locates its the work head to u,. 
(2) Assume M pushes symbol x onto pushdown store Si. If 
(heighti, u&e,) = (*, *) then TOP, := TOP, + 1, height, := TOP,, and valuei := x, If 
(heighti, oalue,) # (*, *) then stop. 
(3) Assume M pops a symbol from Si. M’ follows the edge for Si back to ver- 
tex, say uk (If no such edge exists, then stop). If in ok height, # TOP, then stop; 
Otherwise M’ reads valuei of uk, sets (heighti, valuei) of uk to (*, *), and sets 
TOP, := TOP,- 1. Then the work head of M’ goes back to u,. 
(4) After finishing the above steps for i= 1,2, M’ changes the state according 
to hf. 
As above, M’ honestly does whatever M does and stops whenever there is any 
inconsistency. By the end of the simulation, M’ accepts if M accepts. 
LEMMA 1.4. In above simulation M’ accepts an input w $f A4 does. 
Proof We only need to show that every time M’ pops a symbol for M, it pops 
the symbol from the top of the corresponding pushdown store. This is true since at 
any given time there is only one symbol on the top of a pushdown store and the 
tops of two pushdown stores are indicated by the two variables TOP1 and TOP, 
kept by M’. 1 
The total time used in this simulation is O(n log n*f(n)* log n), where n log n is 
the length of the tape used (for n log n sized nodes on GP(“‘)), the second log n factor 
is caused by the log n-sized counters dragged by the work head, and the f(n) is the 
maximum number of edgess crossing at some cell on the work tape. Note that each 
edge is traversed by M’ only a constant number of times. Since each vertex, by 
above arrangement (3), can be crossed by at most 
edges, f(n) = O(d). Therefore the total simulation time is O(n’.5 log’ n). i 
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THEOREM 1’. A one-tape nondeterministic Turing machine can simulate a two 
pushdown store Turing machine in O(n’.5,,/&%) time. 
Proof Instead of representing one time step by a node in the graph as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we now divide the time into blocks of size log n. Each 
log n-block will be a node in the graph. The new graph G is constructed from Gp(‘“) 
in Theorem 1 by contracting log n-blocks into single super-nodes and merge the 
edges that join the same pair of super-nodes. The resulting graph will be planar and 
of size n/log n. But it may not have bounded degree any more. By the Euler’s 
formula, IEl < 3 1 VI - 6, the total number of edges in the newly constructed graph is 
O(n/logn) (instead of O(n)). Therefore we can “split” the vertices that have more 
than four edges incident to them in the following way. Let s be a super-node of time 
block (t, t + log n) in G. Let e,, ez, . . . . ek be all the distinguished edges connected to 
s caused by Sl at time t r, t2, . . . . tk, respectively. Then break this node s into k 
smaller nodes containing time periods (t, tl), ( tl + 1, t2), . . . . ( tk + 1, t + log n), each 
connected to only one edge caused by Sl. Then for each of these smaller nodes do 
the same for the edges caused by S2. 
The resulting graph G’ is planar and each vertex has degree at most 4. Further 
) VJ = O(n/log n), since there are only O(n/log n) edges in G and each edge causes at 
most one “splitting.” Now do the simulation as before with the following 
modifications. 
(1) Each node, of time block (t, , t2), in G’ contains the following fields: 
(a) t2 - t r value fieZds for Sl and for S2, each of constant length. These fields are 
used for the same purpose as the value fields in G’(“‘) in Theorem 1; 
(b) (height,, height,) where height, will be used to represent the height of the Si at 
time t2; (c) Four fields for four edges. All this requires O(log n) space. 
(2) To perform the simulation, M’ still keeps TOP, and TOP, to indicate the 
heights of two pushdown stores. If at vertex v, M’ meets edge (v, w) by Sl and edge 
(v, u) by S2 then M’ simply moves three nodes u, v, w together then simulate M. 
TOP and height variables are updated as before except that for each vertex we only 
need to remember the heights of Sl and S2 when the computation of this vertex 
finishes. 
The length of the tape this graph occupies is only O(n). The edge crossing at each 
cell is only n/log n. The inter-block computation requires only polylog time. 
Adding a log n factor for moving log n sized counters and vertices, the total running 
time is O(n* log n* JG) = O(n1-5Jiogn). 1 
COROLLARY 1. Any nondeterministic two pushdown store machine running in time 
t(n) can be simulated in time O(t’.5(n) dm) by a nondeterministic one-tape 
machine. 
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COROLLARY 2. Construct a similar graph as in Theorem 1’ of size O(n/log n) for 
a three pushdown store machine. If this graph and all its subgraphs have nontrivial 
separators, then a one-tape nondeterministic Turing machine can simulate a k-tape 
nondeterministic machine in o(n2) time. 
Remark. In Corollary 2, the graph is not planar. Therefore when we construct 
the graph of size n/log n using the method of Theorem l’, the Euler’s formula 
should be applied on the subgraph of each pair of pushdown stores. 
Remark. The inverse of Corollary 2 (and results similar to Corollary 2) has 
been recently obtained by [GKS]. We refer the readers to [GKS] for an excellent 
and more extended study of this question. 
4. ON ONE TAPE VERSUS Two TAPES 
Now we consider the original one-tape versus two-tape question for one-line 
machines. The deterministic case is closed [M, LV]; the nondeterministic case is 
still open. Maass [M] almost closed the gap for the later case with his 
SZ(n*/log* n log log n) lower bound. Using this method this lower bound can be 
improved to a(n*/log n log log n) [Ll, LV]. Further, as we mentioned before, if 
Theorem 2 of [F] would be true then it would immediately imply an a(n*) lower 
bound, closing the gap. We face the following questions. 
Question 1. Can we obtain the 12(n2) lower bound for one-tape nondeter- 
ministic on-line machines by the language actually used by Maass or the language 
of Freivalds (as claimed in [F] )? 
Question 2. Does the S2(n2) lower bound exist at all? 
We will negatively answer Question 1 and discuss Question 2. 
In [M], although a very general language L, was introduced, only a simple 
subset, L’, of it was actually used. The upper bound we will obtain is for L’ and not 
for L,. The language L’ can be defined as follows. Without loss of generality let k 
be odd: 
L’ = {b;b; . . . b;b;b;b:b;b: ‘. . b*.b?b*. 21 I 21+1”’ b:- &- wzb,Z 
b4b3 0 (&+I)/2 b4b4b3 1 2 b4...b4. (k+3)/2 3 b3b4. 2r(modk+l) i 2r+I(modk+I)“’ b;f-,b:b: 
Ib,!=b?=bf=b4fori=O,...,k} 
The length of each bj (a binary string) may be different. We can also define a 
delimited version L* of L’, where every bj in L’ is replaced by *bj* and they are of 
a fixed length. 
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The language, B, constructed, in [F] is similar (but less complete) to L’. Here is 
the construction of [F]. Let B’ consist of all strings of the form 
a(l)b(l)a(2)b(2)... a(2n) b(2n) 242n) b(2n) b(2n - 1) 
a(2n-l)b(2n-2)b(2n-3)...+2+1)6(2)b(l), 
where all a(i) and b(i) are from (0, 1 }. B is defined to be the set of all strings Ox or 
1 y, where x E B’ and y E B’. 
In [Ll, LV], based on [Ml’s approach, we have shown that languages L’ and 
L* requires a(n2/log nlog log n) time which implies the following theorem. 
THEOREM. It requires Q(n2/log n log log n) time to nondeterministically simulate 
two tapes by one tape for on-line computation. 
The following theorem shows that a S2(n2) lower bound cannot be obtained from 
L’ or B, which negatively answers Question 1. 
THEOREM 2. L’ (L* and B) can be accepted in O(n* log log nj&) time by a 
one-tape nondeterministic on-line machine. 
Proof: We design a one-tape on-line nondeterministic machine M to accept L’. 
According to (the remark of) Theorem B, A4 will distribute each sequence { bj} on a 
separate track of the work tape by the following rules: 
(1) for bd and b$ if #bin(p) < #bin(q), then b: is put on the left of bi; 
(2) for b,j and bi, if #bin(p) = #bin(q), and p < q then bi is put on the left 
of b’y. 
There is one more problem to be solved: M has to keep track of which block it is 
reading and thereby decides where to put the block. It may “drag” a counter under 
the work head, but this results in an intolerable running time O(n2 log n/s). 
The techniques for “dragging” a counter that do not cause the log n delay 
developed in [P3] and [Fl] cannot be used here, since only one work tape is 
available. 
Surprisingly, the major part of the counter never needs to be moved at all. We 
divide the work tape into four tracks: track i, i= 1, 2, 3,4. Each track is further 
divided into 4 subtracks: subtrack i, i= 1,2, 3,4. For each track, we will keep a 
static counter CO (of length log n) which never moves, and we keep two other coun- 
ters Cl and C2 of length log log n moving with the work tape head. Cl holds the 
most recent value of the last log log n bits of CO. C2 holds the number of l’s in the 
CO (last log log n bits are taken from Cl). CO is modified every time Cl overflows. 
The algorithm of M is outlined as below: 
(1) M lays the following frame (of total length O(n)) on each track 
(CO=Cl =C2=0): 
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Subtrack 1: # 1 # space, # 2 # space, # . . # log n # spacelog n # , 
Subtrack 2: CO (size log n), 
Subtrack 3: Cl (size log log n), (last up-to-date log log n bits of CO) 
Subtrack 4: C2 (size log log n) (number of l’s in CO). 
The segment # m # space, # on track j is explained as “space,,, will hold all 
blocks hi’s such that #bin(i) = m.” The size of each space, can be guessed. The size 
of each # m # is log log n, where n can be guessed also. 
(2) Sequence {bj} will be put in track j, where j can be determined by the 
finite control of M. At the time A4 is about to read 6{, it adds 1 to Cl in track j. If 
Cl overflows, M goes back to change CO in track j, and then brings back a number, 
of length at most log log IZ, which is the number of l’s decreased or increased in CO. 
We do not bring along Cl and C2 with the work head in this process. Then modify 
C2 in track j accordingly. 
(3) Locate the work head to # 1 # where 1 is equal to C2. Copy b{ (whose 
length can be guessed) on the first available place in # space, # in subtrack 1 of 
track j. In this process Cl and C2 are moved along with the work head. 
(4) After the whole input is read, check if bf = bf = b! = b4, for all i, in the 
obvious way. 
The time complexity of this algorithm is analyzed as follows. Step (1) takes no 
more than O(n log n) time, where the log n factor is caused by a counter under the 
work head to keep track of the distance. Actually, a factor of log log n sufftces since 
we need only to count up to log n. In step (2), the overflow can happen at most 
O(n/log n) times. Each time the overflow happens, modifying CO and C2 requires at 
most O(n log log n) time. Thus step (2) takes O(n2 log log n/log n) time. By 
Theorem B, the length of the crossing sequence between any two adjacent tape cells 
is at most O(nlog log n/G), where the log log n factor is caused by the counters 
Cl and C2. Hence step (3) takes O(n2 log log n/z) time. Step (4) takes only 
O(n) time. Thus the total time is O(n2 log logn/s). The proof is therefore 
complete. 1 
Observe that in the above proof, the nondeterminism is required only to guess 
the length of the block size (in steps (1) and (3)). If the length is fixed, then steps 
(1) and (3) can be computed deterministically, and we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Language L* and B) can be accepted by a one-tape deterministic 
on-line machine in O(n* log log n/G) time. 1 
Remark. There are other related upper bounds. For example, W. Ruzzo showed 
that a multitape Z:k ATM running in time T can be simulated by a one-tape Ck, 
ATM in time 0( T log T), where k’ = k + 1 if k is odd, k’ = k otherwise [R2], the 
k = 1 case has been proved by N. Pippenger [R2]. 
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After seeing these upper bounds, it is very tempting to ask the following question: 
can one tape nondeterministically simulate two tapes in o(n’) time? By [BG], an 
equivalent question would be to simulate three pushdown stores by one tape in 
o(n2) time. However, a similarly defined computation graph for three pushdown 
stores is far from planar. It is not known whether these graphs have nontrivial 
separators. If they do have nontrivial separators, and all their subgraphs have non- 
trivial separators too, then using the ideas in Theorem l’, we can obtain an o(n2) 
simulation of two tapes by one tape. We refer the interested readers to a forth- 
coming paper by Galil, Kannan, and Szemeredi [GKS] for an extended study of 
this question. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
Application 1: Three Pushdowns versus Two Pushdowns 
Are three pushdown stores better than two pushdown stores for nondeterministic 
on-line machines? Or equivalently, are two tapes better than two pushdown stores? 
This question is at least 15 years old. In [BG], Book and Greibach showed that 
three pushdown stores are as powerful as k tapes for nondeterministic machines. 
They asked the question whether two pushdown stores are enough. This would 
imply that every language accepted by a k-tape on-line NTM in linear time is a 
length-preserving homomorphic image of the intersection of two context-free 
languages. In [DG], Duris and Galil listed three major open questions concerning 
on-line nondeterministic machines. This question was one of the three. Since one 
pushdown store machine accepts precisely context-free languages, our current 
knowledge gives us the following (where “A <B” means “B is a strictly stronger 
model than A”): For nondeterminism machines, 
1 pushdown -C 1 tape -C 2 pushdowns <? 3 pushdowns 
= 2 tapes = k tapes (pushdowns). 
The question of whether three pushdown stores are better than two pushdown 
stores is really the last unknown question to us. Using the new simulation we now 
answer this question positively. 
THEOREM 3. Three pushdowns stores, or two tapes, are better than two pushdown 
stores for nondeterministic on-line machines. 
The following lemma was proved by Book and Greibach [BG]. 
LEMMA 3 [BG]. For nondeterministic machines, three pushdown stores are 
equivalent to k tapes. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose Theorem 3 is not true. Then two pushdown stores 
can simulate, in linear time, three pushdown stores which in turn, by Lemma 3, can 
simulate two tapes in linear time. By Theorem 1, this implies that one tape can 
simulate two pushdowns and therefore two tapes in O(R’.~&) time. However, 
this contradicts the Maass’ lower bound [M]. Hence the theorem. m 
Remark. Using the notation of [BG], this shows that Q&, ,, ,) # Q& 0, 2,. Now 
we have a complete knowledge for nondeterministic on-line machines: 
1 pushdowns < 1 tape < 2 pushdowns < 3 pushdowns 
= 2 tapes = k tapes (pushdowns). 
A careful calculation in the above proof yields the following. 
COROLLARY 3. It requires SZ(n4”/log” n) time, for some a, to simulate three 
pushdown stores by two pushdown stores for nondeterministic on-line machines. 
Application 2: One Tape versus one Queue 
The question of tapes versus queues was investigated in [V, LV]. He showed 
that it requires 12(n2) time to deterministically simulate one queue (first-in first-out 
device) by one tape. In [Ll, LV], it is shown that it requires L2(n413/log213 n) to 
simulate one deterministic queue by one nondeterministic tape. It was also hoped 
that Q(n*) lower bound may be obtained. But the following theorem shows the 
opposite. 
THEOREM 4. A one-queue (deterministic or nondeterministic) machine running in 
time O(t) can be simulated by a one-tape nondeterministic machine in O(t1.5&) 
time. 
Proof idea. We can give two proofs. The first one is based on the observation 
that a similarly constructed computation graph, as in Theorem 1, for a one-queue 
machine is also planar. (The computation graph for a one-queue machine looks like 
a rectangular grid, we leave this construction to the readers.) 
The second proof follows from the fact that two pushdown stores can simulate 
one queue in linear time. To see this, we outline the simulation of one queue, Q, by 
two pushdown stores, Sl and S2. At step t, if a symbol is pushed into Q, then push 
that symbol onto Sl; If a symbol is popped from Q then (1) pop the (same) symbol 
from S2 if S2 # @ or (2) if S2 = 0, dump Sl into S2 and then pop the top symbol 
of s2. 
Application 3: Off-line TM’s 
Our simulation technique also applies to off-line TM’s (with 2-way read-only 
input tape). The proof follows directly from the former proofs. 
THEOREM 5. Theorems 1 and 4 are true for off-line machines. 
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Application 4: About Language B 
The language B in Section 4 was claimed to take Q(n*) time for a one-tape 
nondeterministic on-line machine by [F, Theorem 23. This language allows 
us to further demonstrate the power of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 shows that B 
can be accepted by a one-tape deterministic on-line machine in time 
O(n* log log n/a). Now, using Theorem 1, we show B is even much easier than 
that. 
LEMMA 6. B can be accepted by a two pushdown store on-line machine in linear 
time. 
THEOREM 7. B can be accepted by a one-tape nondeterministic on-line machine in 
O(n’-‘Jiogn) time. 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We conclude the paper by listing some remaining open questions concerning the 
tape reduction problem for nondeterministic on-line computations. 
(1) Close the gap for one tape versus two tapes. Recently, major progress has 
been made by Galil, Kannan, and Szemeredi [GKS] who obtained an Q(n2/lk(n)), 
for all k, lower bound for this problem, where lk is the k-iterated logarithm 
function. 
(2) Close the gap between two pushdown stores and three pushdown stores. 
The upper bound is O(n*) and the lower bound is SZ(n4’3/log”n). 
the gap between one tape and one queue. The upper bound is 
(nl.’ lower bound is L2(n4’3/log2’3 n). 
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